
MY FAVORITE TOOLS TO PAINT WITH WATERCOLORS

Hello!! 

If you have been watching my tutorials and are wondering which tools & materials I use to 

paint with watercolors, here you have my favorite list:

1. COLORS

I have several palettes and extra tubes to fill my palettes when I finish a color. The brand 

I always use is Winsor & Newton. It has a huge range of tones and they have two lines: 

Cotman & Professional. 

For beginners:

If you are starting or just want to play around, 

I would recommend you to take the basic box 

of 12 colors from Winsor & Newton. Plus, it 

comes with a free brush that I personally love!

Click the image to see prices & info.

Professional:

If you want to get the most from your paintings, I definitelly recommend you to get the 

Professional line of colors. This is a list of my favorite extra colors:

Cadmium Orange Potter’s Pink

Cobalt Turquoise 
Light

Winsor Red

Prussian Blue

Opera Rose

Hookers Green Olive Green

https://www.amazon.es/gp/product/B00004THXI/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=3638&creative=24630&creativeASIN=B00004THXI&linkCode=as2&tag=heartmade-21&linkId=4b71e08b8d1824be75b79f1ae311b805
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2. PAPER

My favorite paper brand is Arches, but it’s so 

expensive that I only recommend it if you are a 

professional...

The paper I usually use is The Watercolor Studio 

Cold Pressed 300g from the brand Fabriano. They 

have a whole range of papers & qualities but what I 

recommend you is to:

- Use cold pressed paper (it has less texture and is 

good for scanning)

- Use a paper of 300g/m2 or more (if not, the water 

will deform the paper)

That’s the block I use:

3. BRUSHES

Usually I paint with round brushes, but I have also 

some flat brushes. I have a collection of brushes going 

from number 0 (super thin) until 24 (super big).

For me, the bigger the brush the better, because it takes 

more water & more pigment and the brush strokes are 

much more interesting.

You don’t need to get a natural brush, I personally 

always use synthetic or mixed brushes.

I love a brand called Escoda, it’s from Barcelona.

I also love painting with water brushes. They offer a 

very good quality and definition on the strokes and 

they are very practical, since you don’t need to carry 

water around :)

http://amzn.to/2zuEoCt
http://amzn.to/2zLXTuA
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Hi!! I’m Claudia Orengo, the graphic designer behind Heartmade. I help 

creative entrepreneurs to get the best brand identity to connect with their 

ideal clients. Feel free to grab all my free resources and continue growing 

your brand! See you in: INSTAGRAM or PINTEREST 
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4. SCANNER

I’m a fan of EPSON scanners. I have a big printer for 

DIN-A3 papers that has a scanner too, but when it 

comes to traveling I always use the EPSON Scanner 

Perfection V39, which you can check by clicking the 

image on the left :)

Check my Youtube videos to know more on how to 

scan and clean your paintings with Photoshop :)

http://www.heartmade.es
http://instagram.com/byheartmade
http://www.pinterest.com/byheartmade
http://www.heartmade.es
http://www.youtube.com/heartmadedesign
http://amzn.to/2AgBEK5

